Variable temperature NMR of organogelators: the intensities of a single sample describe the full phase diagram.
Organogelators constitute a numerous class of compounds, able to form gels in organic solvents. Their phase diagrams are useful to understand their mechanisms of formation and their stability, but their mapping is often a tedious task. We show that liquid NMR can simplify and quicken the acquisition of phase diagrams. In liquid NMR spectra of organogels, the visible signals of the gelator represent only its soluble fraction. The intensities increase with temperature, until the gel melts. Suitable normalization of these intensities yields the solubility as a function of temperature, which is sufficient to map the phase diagram. We verified it experimentally with three organogelators, chosen because independent authors have previously mapped out their phase diagram by other techniques including DSC and rheology. We show that the curves obtained by NMR superimpose with these diagrams. A variable temperature NMR experiment with a single sample can yield the phase diagram with sensitivity of the order of 0.01 wt%.